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It is inimitably stylish, highly dynamic and yet absolutely suitable for 
touring: the BMW R 1250 R offers a perfect unadulterated Roadster 
feeling. The powerful and sporty design underlines the riding character 
of a machine reduced to the essentials, which makes the hearts of 
passionate purists beat faster. Riders and passengers also get their 
money's worth when it comes to riding pleasure. The low-lying front 
with a striking headlight is characterized by a dynamic-looking upside-
down fork which, together with the bridge frame in a tubular look, 
guarantees maximum stability and precise, light-footed handling. 
The powerful boxer engine with 1,254 cm³ and variable valve control, 
the BMW ShiftCam, develops a full 100 kW (136 hp) and powerfully 
propels the all-rounder with a maximum torque of 143 Nm. Even the 
modern cockpit with its 6.5-inch TFT display and connectivity functions 
is superior beyond all doubt. In addition to the wide range of optional 
equipment and accessories, including various packages and styles, 
BMW Motorrad Spezial offers many options for further customization 
of the machine with Option 719. From a technical point of view, options 
such as the Pro riding modes with ABS Pro, HSC Pro and DBC or 
Dynamic ESA with riding position compensation provide additional 
benefits in comfort, riding dynamics and safety.

OVERVIEW.

Illustrations of original BMW Motorrad equipment are partially based on the BMW R 1200 R.
Auxiliary headlights are approved for use as fog lights, and may only be used in poor   
weather conditions. Country-specific road traffic regulations apply.
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BMW R 1250 R HP:  
Motorsport – Light white / Racing blue metallic / Racing red N2E / seat in Black 

MODEL COLOURS.

BMW R 1250 R Exclusive:  
Pollux metallic matt N2C / seat in Black

BMW R 1250 R:  
Black storm metallic ND2 / seat in Black

Illustrations may show optional equipment. 
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STANDARD EQUIPMENT.

BMW R 1250 R
Model code oJ73

Engine / drive
• Air/liquid-cooled, twin-cylinder four-stroke boxer engine with double overhead 

spur-gear-driven camshaft and balance shaft
• Cylinder head with 4 valves and BMW ShiftCam technology
• Capacity: 1,254 cc
• Max. output: 100 kW (136 hp) at 7,750 rpm
• Max. torque: 143 Nm at 6,250 rpm
• E-gas (electronic throttle valve control)
• Regulated three-way catalytic converter
• Stainless steel exhaust system with sound flap
• Aluminium cylinder head covers
• Multiple disc oil-bath clutch with anti-hopping function, hydraulically operated 
• Six-speed helical synchromesh gearbox
• Shaft drive
• Compliant with Euro 4 emissions standard

Dimensions / weight
• Length (over license plate holder): 2,165 mm
• Height (across mirrors):  1,300 mm
• Width (across mirrors): 880 mm
• Wheelbase: 1,515 mm
• Unloaded weight, fully fuelled/road-ready: 239 kg

According to guideline VO (EU) 168/2013 with all equipment, with 
standard equipment, and filled to at least 90% of the usable tank capacity.

• Permitted total weight: 460 kg
• Max. load with standard equipment: 221 kg
• Usable tank capacity (of which reserve): approx. 18 l (approx. 4 l)

Performance / fuel consumption
• Max. speed:  over 200 km/h
• Fuel consumption per 100 km according to WMTC:  4.75 l
• CO2 emissions in accordance with WMTC:  110 g/km
• Fuel type: Premium unleaded petrol, 95 octane (RON);   

adaptation by engine control 91–98 (RON)

Chassis
• BMW Motorrad Integral ABS (partially integral), can be switched off 
• ASC (Automatic Stability Control), switchable
• Upside-down telescopic forks with hydraulic steering damping in front 

(spring travel: 140 mm)
• Black cast aluminium single-sided swinging arm with BMW Motorrad rear 

paralever (spring travel: 140 mm) 
– Spring preload infinitely hydraulically adjustable via handwheel 
– Rebound damping adjustable via handwheel 
– Spring strut with WAD (travel-related damping), black

• Double disc brakes with floating discs, front (diameter 320 mm), 4-piston radial 
brake calipers

• Single disc brake at rear (diameter 276 mm), double-piston floating caliper
• Double-butted aluminium handlebars
• Cast aluminium wheels, 10-spoke design (120/70 ZR 17 at front, 180/55 ZR 17 at rear)
• Side stands with ignition cut-out switch

Illustrations may show optional equipment.

Electrical system
• Height-adjustable free-form headlights with lighted style element 

as side light
•  TFT display with BMW Motorrad Connectivity and on-board computer 1:  

Multi-functional info display that can be controlled using the Multi-Controller, with 
6.5" full-colour TFT display as well as media and telephone functions.  
High-resolution colour display with innovative presentation of vehicle-specific data 
and media information. Intuitively functional Multi-Controller for operating all 
available vehicle functions (depending on the selected optional equipment). With 
additional information and navigation via the BMW Motorrad Connected app. 

• On-board electrical socket
• CAN bus with Single Wire System (SWS)
• Electronic immobiliser
• Diagnostic interface 
• Hazard warning lights
• 508-W generator 
• White indicators and LED tail light

Equipment
• Two riding modes (Rain and Road), each with ASC (Automatic Stability Control) 
• Two-piece seat with embossing on passenger seat 

(seat height: 820 mm; inner leg curve: 1,840 mm) 
• One key system for all locks
• Pillion passenger foot pegs and grab handles
• Adjustable brake lever and clutch lever
• On-board literature and tools

Special features
• Hill Start Control

Colours
• Paintwork Black storm metallic ND2 / seat in Black / radiator cowl Black (textured) / 

fuel tank cover in Night black matt / brake caliper in Black / cylinder head cover in 
Agate grey metallic matt / rear spoiler in Black storm metallic / main frame in Black 
matt / wheels in Asphalt grey metallic matt

• Motorsport paintwork – Light white / Racing blue metallic / Racing red N2E / seat in 
Black / main frame in Light white (additional equipment details can be found on page 8)
Only available in conjunction with BMW R 1250 R HP at an additional cost.

• Paintwork Pollux metallic matt N2C / seat in Black / main frame in Agate grey 
metallic matt (additional equipment details can be found on page 8)
Only available in conjunction with BMW R 1250 R Exclusive at an additional cost.

• Paintwork Option 719 Stardust metallic H08 / seat in Black / main frame in Agate 
grey metallic matt (Option 719 seat in Black / Dark brown available as option)   
(additional equipment details can be found on page 11)
BMW Motorrad Spezial paintwork available at an extra charge

1 Helmet with BMW Motorrad communications system and smartphone required (available 
separately). Costs may be incurred through your mobile data plan. More information about your 
data and roaming tariffs is available through your mobile phone operator. Hands-free telephony 
(HFP), media playback (A2DP and AVRCP) and navigation (SPP/iAP) are supported by most 
current smartphones. The BMW Motorrad Connected App is available for devices with an up-

to-date iOS operating system or an up-to-date Android operating system. The type and extent 
of navigation depends on the technical environment and on the user’s end device. Navigation 
is available via the BMW Motorrad Connected App as long as BMW Motorrad receives card 
data and navigation services from a third party provider for a minimum of 3 years after the initial 
registration. For further information go to www.bmw-motorrad.ca.
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OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT. 

Optional equipment packages (available at additional cost)
Select Package  Option code ZSP
• Chrome Plated Exhaust
• Tire Pressure Control
• Gear Shift Assistant Pro
• Ride Modes Pro (Dynamic, Dynamic Pro, ABS Pro, HSC Pro, DBC)
• Dynamic Traction Control
• Sport Windshield
• Anti-Theft Alarm System

Premium Package Option code ZPP
• Select Package plus
• Dynamic ESA
• Keyless ride
• Prep for GPS
• Cruise Control
• Centre Stand
• Luggage Case Brackets
• Luggage Rack

Optional equipment available at additional cost
BMW R 1250 R Exclusive  Option code 452 
• Exclusive colour scheme in paintwork Pollux metallic matt N2C / Seat in black /  

frame in Agate grey metallic matt 
• Stainless steel radiator grille
• “Pure” tank trim (fuel tank cover in stainless steel)
• Gold-anodized brake calipers
• Rear spoiler in Pollux metallic matt

BMW R 1250 R HP  Option code 456 
Only available in conjunction with Option code 235 “Dynamics package”

• Exclusive colour scheme in Motorsport – Light white / Racing blue metallic /  
Racing red N2E / seat in Black / frame in Light white

• TFT Core Screen Sport
• Stainless steel radiator grille
• “Pure” tank trim (fuel tank cover in stainless steel)
• Gold-anodized brake calipers
• Stainless-steel engine spoiler.

Detailed information on Pro riding modes including HSC Pro, 
DTC and DBC
Rain and Road modes are available as standard.  
The optional equipment for the Pro driving modes includes the additional 
“Dynamic” and “Dynamic Pro” riding modes with incline-optimized brake system  
ABS Pro, DTC (Dynamic Traction Control) as well as HSC Pro (Hill Start Control)  
that automatically activates the brakes when stopping on inclines and the  
Dynamic Brake Control (DBC) to provide support during panic braking.

Optional equipment available at no extra cost
• Low rider seat (seat height: 760 mm / inner leg curve: 1,720 mm) Option code 776 

Optional equipment available at additional cost

• HP battery Option code 531
Only available in conjunction with BMW R 1250 R HP.

• Sports handlebars Option code 614
• Sport seat (seat height: 840 mm / inner leg curve: 1,875 mm) Option code 252
• Comfort rear seat Option code 766
• Engine spoiler Option code 580

Seat variants, Pro riding modes, TPC (tire pressure control),cruise control, Pro 
gear-shift assist, case holder, luggage carrier, chrome-plated exhaust manifold, 
chrome-plated rear silencer, LED indicators, preparation for navigation device,  
Sport windscreen, centre stand and anti-theft alarm system can also be retrofitted  
as Original BMW Motorrad accessories.
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BMW MOTORRAD SPEZIAL.

MAKE YOUR TOURER ONE OF A KIND WITH 
BMW MOTORRAD SPEZIAL.
Option 719, BMW Motorrad Spezial, offers high-quality customization options ex works. 
Stylish and intricate custom paint finishes and top-quality two-tone seats will put your bike 
in a class of its own.

1

1

2

BMW MOTORRAD SPEZIAL.

1 Paintwork: Option 719 Stardust metallic
The special paintwork Option 719 Stardust metallic gives the machine an ex-
clusive, particularly elegant lustre. Fascinating effects are revealed depending 
on the light incidence. This premium look is complemented by the engine 
spoiler, the radiator cowls and the stainless-steel tank centre cover. The special 
paint is applied in an elaborate multiple-coat painting process. This involves 
adding gold and glass flakes to the basic brown and bronze hue to achieve 
changing effects in sunlight. Like all Option 719 special paints, Stardust metal-
lic paintwork also meets the highest BMW quality standards and is character-
ised by excellent resilience to environmental influences. 

Option code H08

2 Option 719, Seat
Option 719 (Seat) is offered in a classy combination of dark brown and black. It 
impresses with its fine tactile experience, discreet marbling, elaborate decora-
tive seams. The sewn-in textile flag with the Option 719 logo in a contrast seam 
completes the exclusive design. The seat is designed with a standard height.  
It is only available in conjunction with Option code 719 Stardust metallic.
Not available in conjunction with Option code 766 “Comfort rear seat”.

Option code 317

You can find additional detailed images for BMW Motorrad Spezial on the following 
pages.



1
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BMW MOTORRAD SPEZIAL.

A LOVE FOR DETAIL –  
WITH BMW MOTORRAD SPEZIAL.
With BMW Motorrad Spezial, there are virtually no limits to the design options at the 
factory. The HP sport silencer delivers maximum performance on the road both visually and 
acoustically. Our milled part packages are manufactured with a lot of love for detail in the two 
design variants – Classic and HP milled parts – to give your bike its own distinct character. 
The exclusive two-colour Option 719 wheels set the ultimate accent. And best of all: many of 
the BMW Motorrad Spezial features are also available individually as Original BMW Motorrad 
accessories. Details about this are on the following pages.

4 5

3

2 BMW MOTORRAD SPEZIAL.

1 HP sport silencer
A top-class feature for top quality sound. the high-quality slip-on silencer made 
of titanium with a carbon end cap guarantees a throaty sound and a sporty 
appearance. In addition, the sports silencer developed with Akrapovič has a 
weight advantage over the standard silencer.
Optionally available in conjunction with Option code 340 "Chrome-plated exhaust manifold".

Order code 19A

2 Option 719 Billet pack Classic
The Billet pack Classic of the exclusive Option 719 adds design highlights with 
high-quality components in a silver-coloured look. The Billet pack special parts 
made of anodized aluminium show great attention to detail and create exclusiv-
ity. Option 719 branding also emphasizes the quality appeal of the machine.
Scheduled availability from first quarter of 2019.

Option code 796

3 HP Billet pack
The HP milled parts package emphasizes the exclusive sporty character of the 
machine with high-quality components in a bicolour look and HP branding. The 
milled specialized parts made of anodized aluminium create tremendous value. 
Scheduled availability from first quarter of 2019.

Option code 799

All Option 719 milled part packages for the BMW R 1250 R include cylinder head 
covers, oil filler screw, engine front cover, 5-point brake levers and 3-point clutch 
levers, footrests including foot brake and clutch levers, expansion tank covers and 
mirrors. All parts are also available as Original BMW Motorrad accessories.

Option 719 Classic / Sport wheels
The exclusive two-colour Option 719 wheels set the ultimate accent with their 
contrast milling

4 • Option 719 Classic wheels Option code 505

5 • Option 719 Sport wheels Option code 506

You can find additional detailed images for BMW Motorrad Spezial on the following 
pages.
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ORIGINAL BMW MOTORRAD ACCESSORIES.

* Original BMW Motorrad accessories are available from your BMW Motorrad dealer.  
 
(+) = "and" this item must be ordered at the same time 
(o) = "or" this item can be used as an alternative

For more detailed information, contact your BMW Motorrad dealership or go online at  
bmw-motorrad.ca

HP PARTS.*

1 HP sport silencer
A top-class feature for top quality sound. the high-quality slip-on silencer made 
of titanium with a carbon end cap guarantees a throaty sound and a sporty ap-
pearance. In addition, the sports silencer developed with Akrapovič has a weight 
advantage over the standard silencer. Also available as an equipment option.
Scheduled availability from first quarter of 2019.  
The installation manual is available for download from the BMW Motorrad website.

• HP sport silencer

HP PARTS.*

HP milled parts
Also available as an equipment option. 
Further information on BMW Motorrad Spezial can be found on pages 10 – 13.
Scheduled availability from first quarter of 2019.  
HP cylinder head covers, HP engine housing cover, HP rider footrests, HP foot lever and HP 
hand lever: To be fitted and/or enabled in a specialist workshop, ideally at your  
BMW Motorrad dealership. 
HP covers for expansion tanks and HP mirrors: the installation manual is available for down-
load from the BMW Motorrad website.

– • HP cylinder head covers (left and right, see illustration on page 13)

2 • HP engine housing cover, front

3 • HP covers for expansion tank (left and right)

4 • HP mirrors

5 • HP adjustable hand lever (left and right)

6 • HP rider footrest, adjustable (left and right)

6 • HP foot lever, adjustable (left and right)
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ORIGINAL BMW MOTORRAD ACCESSORIES.

* Original BMW Motorrad accessories are available from your BMW Motorrad dealer.  
For information on speed and load limitations, please refer to the instruction booklet. 
 
(+) = "and" this item must be ordered at the same time 
(o) = "or" this item can be used as an alternative

STORAGE.*

1 Touring cases, 32 l each 
With a capacity of 32 litres, the high-quality hard-shell touring case provides 
ample space for touring luggage or alternatively for the motorcycle helmet. The 
splash-proof case can be locked and is the perfect travel companion for short 
or longer tours. The painted lid can be opened wide and thus makes loading 
easier. With a payload of up to 10 kg, the sturdy hard-shell case can store quite 
a few things. The recommended maximum speed with the case mounted is 
180 km/h. A functional option is the waterproof inner bag, which is perfectly 
matched to the touring case.
Only in conjunction with case holder for touring cases.

• Touring cases, 32 l each (left and right)
– Asphalt grey metallic matt
– Black storm metallic (not shown)
– Light white (not shown)

• Attachment set for cases (not shown) 

Inner bags for touring cases
The matching liner for the touring case gets the luggage organised and 
facilitates loading and unloading. 

2 • Inner bag for touring case, left 

3 • Inner bag for touring case, right

4 Case holders for touring cases
The touring case can be easily and securely attached to the sturdy black 
powder-coated steel case holder. Also available as an equipment option.
The installation manual is available for download from the BMW Motorrad website.

• Case holder for touring case, (left and right)
(+) Mounted parts

STORAGE.*

Small top box (30 l) with backrest pad
This waterproof plastic topcase with a painted lid and 30-litre volume offers 
high-quality workmanship and enough space for a helmet.  
Thanks to the comfortable backrest pad for the small topcase, the passenger 
can enjoy improved comfort both on short trips and on long tours.
The installation manual is available for download from the BMW Motorrad website. 
Small topcase only in conjunction with luggage carrier. 
The figure for the backrest pad shows a version in Granite grey metallic matt.

– • Small topcase, 30 l

– Asphalt grey metallic matt
– Black storm metallic
– Light white
(+) Mounted parts

5 • Backrest pad for small topcase  

6 Inner bag for small topcase
The matching tailored liner for the topcase gets the luggage organised and 
facilitates loading and unloading.
• Inner bag for small topcase

7 Luggage carrier
The sturdy, stylish luggage carrier is ideal for reliably securing the topcase or 
other large items of luggage. Also available as an equipment option.
To be fitted and/or enabled in a specialist workshop, ideally at your BMW Motorrad dealership.

• Luggage carrier
(+) Mounted parts

8 Bag for luggage carrier
The bag, which can be installed on all BMW motorcycle luggage racks,  
has a waterproof main compartment thanks to its roll-up closure.  
With 4.5 l capacity, it’s ideal for a day trip.
Only available in conjunction with luggage carrier.

• Bag for luggage rack, 4.5 l

For more detailed information, contact your BMW Motorrad dealership or go online at  
bmw-motorrad.ca
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* Original BMW Motorrad accessories are available from your BMW Motorrad dealer. 
For information on speed and load limitations, please refer to the instruction booklet. 
 
(+) = "and" this item must be ordered at the same time 
(o) = "or" this item can be used as an alternative

ORIGINAL BMW MOTORRAD ACCESSORIES.
STORAGE.*

5 Atacama luggage roll
The Atacama luggage roll made of a robust mix of materials convinces with 
clever details and a storage volume of 40 litres. In addition to the waterproof 
liner, various storage compartments provide additional space. The versatile 
fastening concept, three carry handles and backpack function ensure a secure 
hold and extremely practical handling.
Only available in conjunction with luggage carrier.

• Atacama luggage roll, 40 l
• Tension strap for Atacama roll bag, lockable (not shown)

6 Luggage roll, 50 l
This waterproof luggage roll with large opening can be used universally and 
offers a volume of 50 litres. The zippered liner and the small outer mesh pocket 
provide space for smaller items. A detachable shoulder strap and padded carry 
handles make transport to and from the bike easy.
Only available in conjunction with luggage carrier.

• Luggage roll, 50 l

– Folding backpack, 12 l
The lightweight folding backpack is a helpful companion when spontaneous 
storage space is required on the move. It can be stowed under the seat.
Scheduled availability from first quarter of 2019. 

• Folding backpack, 12 l

STORAGE.*

1 Bag for passenger seat, 16 l
With a volume of 16 litres, the bag for the passenger seat offers enough 
storage space for the daily ride to work or for day trips.
• Bag for passenger seat, 16 l

2 Tank bag, 5 l – 9 l
The tank bag with an expandable volume from 5 to 9 litres and a waterproof 
main compartment is the ideal companion for short trips.
• Tank bag, 5 l – 9 l

3 Large softbag, 50–55 l
The large softbag with its waterproof main compartment and water-repellent 
exterior pockets offers a storage volume from 50 to 55 litres. The padded carry 
handle and a shoulder strap make transport easy. Can be mounted individually 
to the bike with adjustable straps with snap-fit fasteners.
Only available in conjunction with luggage carrier.

• Large softbag, 50–55 l

4 Small softbag, 30–35 l
The small softbag with its waterproof main compartment and water-repellent 
exterior pockets offers a storage volume from 30 to 35 litres. The padded carry 
handle and a shoulder strap make transport easy. Can be mounted individually 
to the bike with adjustable straps with snap-fit fasteners.
Only available in conjunction with luggage carrier.

• Small softbag, 30–35 l

For more detailed information, contact your BMW Motorrad dealership or go online at  
bmw-motorrad.ca
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* Original BMW Motorrad accessories are available from your BMW Motorrad dealer.  
 
(+) = "and" this item must be ordered at the same time 
(o) = "or" this item can be used as an alternative

ORIGINAL BMW MOTORRAD ACCESSORIES.
DESIGN.*

– Chrome parts
The choice is yours. With the high-quality and shapely chrome parts they 
give your BMW R 1250 R an unmistakable appearance. Also available as an 
equipment option.
• Chrome-plated rear silencer 

The installation manual is available for download from the BMW Motorrad website.

• Chrome-plated exhaust manifold
To be fitted and/or enabled in a specialist workshop, ideally at your BMW Motorrad dealer.

1 LED indicators
A shining example: The beautifully designed LED indicators with white turn 
indicator glass convince with their slim design and modern lighting technology. 
They respond much faster than incandescent lamps and are virtually wear-free. 
This provides a clear safety advantage in road traffic. Also available as an 
equipment option.
Scheduled availability from first quarter of 2019.  
To be fitted and/or enabled in a specialist workshop, ideally at your BMW Motorrad dealership.

• LED indicators (front and rear)

DESIGN.*

Option 719 Classic wheels / Option 719 Sport wheels
Also available as an equipment option.
You can find additional information about BMW Motorrad Spezial on pages 10 – 13.
Scheduled availability from first quarter of 2019.  
To be fitted and/or enabled in a specialist workshop, ideally at your BMW Motorrad dealership.

2 • Option 719 Classic wheels (front and rear)

3 • Option 719 Sport wheels (front and rear)

Option 719 milled parts
Option 719 milled parts from BMW Motorrad Spezial transforms the 
BMW R 1250 RT in an unmistakable way. They can be selected freely  
and also set individual distinctive accents.  
Also available as an equipment option.
You can find additional information about BMW Motorrad Spezial on pages 10 – 13.

Option 719: Classic milled parts
Scheduled availability from first quarter of 2019.  
Cylinder head covers, engine housing cover, foot lever and hand lever, as well as rider 
footrests:  
To be fitted and/or enabled in a specialist workshop, ideally at your BMW Motorrad dealership. 
Covers for expansion tanks and mirrors: the installation manual is available for download from 
the BMW Motorrad website.

– • Option 719 Classic cylinder head covers (for image, see page 13)

4 • Option 719 Classic engine housing cover, front

5 • Option 719 Classic adjustable hand lever

6 • Option 719 Classic adjustable rider footrests

6 • Option 719 Classic adjustable foot lever

7 • Option 719 Classic covers for expansion tank

8 • Option 719 Silver mirror

For more detailed information, contact your BMW Motorrad dealership or go online at  
bmw-motorrad.ca
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* Original BMW Motorrad accessories are available from your BMW Motorrad dealer.  
 
(+) = "and" this item must be ordered at the same time 
(o) = "or" this item can be used as an alternative

ORIGINAL BMW MOTORRAD ACCESSORIES.

For more detailed information, contact your BMW Motorrad dealership or go online at  
bmw-motorrad.ca

ERGONOMICS AND COMFORT.*

1 Centre stand
The stable centre stand ensures a safe stand and offers advantages, for 
example, when refuelling, loading and checking tyre pressure. Also available as 
an equipment option.
To be fitted and/or enabled in a specialist workshop, ideally at your BMW Motorrad dealership.

• Centre stand 
(+) Mounted parts

2 High windscreen
The scratch-resistant coated windscreen is higher and wider than the Sport 
windscreen and noticeably improves wind and weather protection for the rider.
To be fitted and/or enabled in a specialist workshop, ideally at your BMW Motorrad dealership.

• High windscreen 
(+) Mounted parts

Sport windscreen / Sport windscreen, tinted
The Sport windscreen in clear glass has a scratch-resistant coating and notice-
ably relieves the wind pressure on the upper body. The tinted Sport windscreen 
gives the bike a sportier look. The windscreen Sport cloth is available as 
optional equipment.
To be fitted and/or enabled in a specialist workshop, ideally at your BMW Motorrad dealership. 

3 • Sport windscreen 

4 (o)  Sport windscreen, tinted

(+) Mounted parts

Rider's seat, black
The rider’s seat in classic black has a seat height of 790 mm and an inner leg 
curve of 1,780 mm. The rider's seat in black is 30 mm lower, which makes it 
easier to get on and off and improves ground accessibility. The rider's seat in 
black is 30 mm higher and offers particularly tall riders noticeably better seating 
comfort. Seat available in low version and as an equipment option.

5 • Low rider seat, Black (seat height: 760 mm / inner leg curve: 1,720 mm)

6 • Rider seat, Black (seat height: 790 mm; inner leg curve: 1,780 mm)

7 • High rider seat, Black (seat height: 820 mm; inner leg curve: 1,840 mm)

ERGONOMICS AND COMFORT.*

8 Sport rider seat, Black
The Sport rider's seat in black is higher and narrower than the standard seat 
and supports a sporty riding style thanks to its active seat position. Also availa-
ble as an equipment option.
• Sport rider’s seat, Black (seat height: 840 mm; inner leg curve: 1,875 mm)

9 Comfort passenger seat, Black
Thanks to a broader seat area and additional padding, the Comfort passenger 
seat provides noticeably greater seating comfort.
• Comfort passenger seat, Black

10 Passenger seat, Black
The passenger seat in Black for the R 1200 RS corresponds to the standard 
equipment for the R 1250 R.
• Passenger seat, Black (Figures on pages 4–5)

– Pro riding modes retrofit kit
Also available as an equipment option. For detailed information, see page 8 
To be fitted and/or enabled in a specialist workshop, ideally at your BMW Motorrad dealership.

• Pro riding modes retrofit kit 
(+) Mounting parts

– Cruise control retrofit kit 
The electronic cruise control can be activated from 30 km/h and keeps the 
driving speed constant. Also available as an equipment option.
To be fitted and/or enabled in a specialist workshop, ideally at your BMW Motorrad dealership.

• Cruise control retrofit set

11 Pro gear-shift assist retrofit kit
The Shift Assistant Pro makes it easy to shift up and down without actuating 
the clutch. Also available as an equipment option.
To be fitted and/or enabled in a specialist workshop, ideally at your BMW Motorrad dealership.

• Pro gear-shift assist retrofit kit
(+) Mounting parts
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ORIGINAL BMW MOTORRAD ACCESSORIES.
NAVIGATION AND COMMUNICATION.*

1 BMW Motorrad Navigator VI
With the multifunctional Navigator VI, route planning becomes child's play. The 
system with 16 GB flash memory and a five-inch touch screen always shows 
the right way. Thanks to the circular polarisation filter (CPOL), the waterproof 
display is easy to read even in direct sunlight. The high-resolution screen in 
a casing similar to a smartphone provides all the essential information and 
ensures that you can see the big picture required in every situation. Numerous 
additional functions make planning and touring an exciting experience. Plan 
your routes can be created according to your personal preferences and enjoy 
driving on winding and quiet side roads. The "round trip" option is a good 
choice on unfamiliar terrain. In the end it will reliably lead back to the starting 
point. The Bluetooth connection to the BMW Motorrad communication 
system and the optional Smartphone Link app enable multimedia on the go: 
navigation announcements, telephone calls and music streaming as well as the 
retrieval of weather forecasts or traffic jam information are no problem. With the 
navigation preparation, further functions such as "My motorcycle" are available; 
alternatively, control via the multi-controller on the handlebars is possible. 
Choose the pre-installed map data, and you will always be up to date thanks to 
lifelong, free map updates. 
Only available in conjunction with navigation device preparation.

• BMW Motorrad Navigator VI

(+) 4-button Mount Cradle
Required for vehicles without preparation for a navigation device.

– Retrofit set preparation for navigation device
With the help of the retrofit set, motorcycles without navigation preparation can 
be retrofitted accordingly.  
Navigation preparation with a bracket and Mount Cradle for the instrument 
cluster integrates the BMW Motorrad Navigator neatly into the cockpit and thus 
into the rider's direct field of vision.  
Also available as an equipment option.
To be fitted and/or enabled in a specialist workshop, ideally at your BMW Motorrad dealership.

• Retrofit set preparation for navigation device
(+) Mounted parts

NAVIGATION AND COMMUNICATION.*

2 Car kit for BMW Motorrad Navigator VI 
If you are leaving your motorcycle at home, you can use the BMW Motorrad 
Navigator VI in your car in just a few easy steps thanks to the Car kit.
• Car kit for BMW Motorrad Navigator VI

3 USB ports
BMW adapter cable for Apple iPhone/iPod and BMW micro-USB adapter:  
Only in combination with dual USB charger.

• BMW Motorrad dual USB charger with 120 cm cable
• BMW Motorrad dual USB charger with 60 cm cable
• BMW adapter cable for Apple iPhone/iPod (not shown)
•  BMW micro USB adapter (not shown)

* Original BMW Motorrad accessories are available from your BMW Motorrad dealer.  
 
(+) = "and" this item must be ordered at the same time 
(o) = "or" this item can be used as an alternative

For more detailed information, contact your BMW Motorrad dealership or go online at 
bmw-motorrad.ca
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ORIGINAL BMW MOTORRAD ACCESSORIES.
SAFETY.*

1 Engine protection bars
The stainless steel engine protection bar protects the cylinder area against 
damage without restricting the rider's freedom to lean the machine.
To be fitted and/or enabled in a specialist workshop, ideally at your BMW Motorrad dealership.

• Engine protection bar (left and right)
(+) Mounted parts

2 Cylinder head cover guard
The stainless steel cylinder-head cover guard provides excellent protection for 
the cylinder head cover, preventing scratches and damage caused by flying 
stones. It has been perfectly matched to the vehicle, is equipped with a large 
rubber bumper and optimally emphasises the design and contours of the boxer 
engine.
To be fitted and/or enabled in a specialist workshop, ideally at your BMW Motorrad dealership.

• Cylinder-head cover guard (left and right)

– Safety screw for oil filler neck, black
The safety screw for oil filler neck protects against theft and prevents foreign 
substances from getting into the oil. In addition, it lends an individualised 
appearance.
• Safety screw for oil filler cap, black

3 LED auxiliary headlights
The powerful LED auxiliary headlights deliver the necessary perspective when 
visibility is poor thanks to extended illumination.
To be fitted and/or enabled in a specialist workshop, ideally at your BMW Motorrad dealership.

• LED auxiliary headlights (left and right)
(+) Mounted parts

– Anti-theft alarm system retrofit set 
If the anti-theft alarm system is moved or struck violently, the system responds 
with a clearly audible signal and a flashing warning light.  
Also available as an equipment option.
To be fitted and/or enabled in a specialist workshop, ideally at your BMW Motorrad dealership.

• Anti-theft alarm system retrofit set
(+) Mounted parts

SAFETY.*

4 Brake disc lock with anti-theft alarm system
Double protection against theft: The brake disc lock with anti-theft alarm is the 
ideal theft deterrent when you’re out with your bike. The lock made of hardened 
steel provides reliable protection against manipulation and is easy to store thanks 
to its compact dimensions. The anti-theft alarm detects the smallest movements 
and violent shocks and responds by emitting an acoustic alarm.
• Brake disc lock with anti-theft alarm system

– TPC retrofit kit 
The tyre pressure control with all its functions can be retrofitted by installing the 
control unit. It provides reliable information about the current tyre pressure and 
warns the rider at an early stage in case of pressure loss. The corresponding no-
tifications and instructions are provided by the on-board computer in the cockpit. 
Also available as an equipment option.
To be fitted and/or enabled in a specialist workshop, ideally at your BMW Motorrad dealership.

• TPC retrofit kit

– Protective film for 6.5-inch TFT display 
The protective film made of tempered glass reliably protects the 6.5-inch TFT 
display from dirt and damage, even off-road.
• Protective film for 6.5-inch TFT display

– First-aid kit
The extensive large first-aid kit from BMW Motorrad complies with the DIN 
standard for first-aid cases and should not be missing from any motorcycle. 
The compact small first-aid kit from BMW Motorrad fits into any motorcycle and 
includes basic equipment for treating minor injuries.
• First-aid kit, large
• First-aid kit, small

* Original BMW Motorrad accessories are available from your BMW Motorrad dealer. 
 
(+) = "and" this item must be ordered at the same time 
(o) = "or" this item can be used as an alternative

For more detailed information, contact your BMW Motorrad dealership or go online at  
bmw-motorrad.ca
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ORIGINAL BMW MOTORRAD ACCESSORIES.
MAINTENANCE AND TECHNOLOGY.*

1 On-board tool kit 
The on-board toolkit service kit can be used to perform simple maintenance 
and repair work also while on the move.
Supplied without LED flashlight batteries; four LR41 1.5 V button cells required.

• On-board toolkit service kit (similar to figure)
(+) Adapter for pencil ignition coil

2 Multifunctional tool
The BMW Motorrad multifunctional tool has everything under control – exactly 
40 useful tools for on the go and at home. From the locking blade, screwdriver 
and pliers to the reversible ratchet with bit extension and nine screwdriver bits.
• Multifunctional tool

3 Tire pressure travel set 
The travel set for tire pressure monitoring includes a small digital measuring 
device and CO2 cartridges for filling.
• Tire pressure monitoring travel kit

4 Breakdown repair kit for tubeless tires 
The breakdown repair kit for tubeless tires includes everything the rider needs 
for emergency repairs on the road in the event of a puncture.
• Breakdown repair kit for tubeless tires

5 Compact foot pump
Whether motorcycle, car, bicycle, football or air mattress – the BMW compact 
foot pump fits all valves and pumps extremely accurately thanks to the digital 
pressure gauge.
• Compact foot pump

MAINTENANCE AND TECHNOLOGY.*

– Repair manual 
A clear and accessible guide to maintaining and repairing your motorcycle.
• Repair manual, DVD

6 Additional power socket 
Operate electronic devices via the vehicle electrical system with the 12 V power 
socket.
To be fitted and/or enabled in a specialist workshop, ideally at your BMW Motorrad dealership.

• Extra socket

– LED torch 
The rechargeable LED torch offers an impressive luminous flux of more than 
80 lumen, an enormous light range and a long-lasting battery.
• LED torch

7 Motorcycle carpet
The high-quality motorcycle carpet reliably protects the floor under the ma-
chine from dirt, oil and petrol stains. 
• Motorcycle carpet

8 Vehicle cover
The vehicle cover for outdoor use reliably protects your bike from wet  
conditions, dust and more.
• Vehicle cover

* Original BMW Motorrad accessories are available from your BMW Motorrad dealer. 
 
(+) = "and" this item must be ordered at the same time 
(o) = "or" this item can be used as an alternative

For more detailed information, contact your BMW Motorrad dealership or go online at  
bmw-motorrad.ca
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ORIGINAL BMW MOTORRAD ACCESSORIES.

* Original BMW Motorrad accessories are available from your BMW Motorrad dealer. 

MAINTENANCE AND TECHNOLOGY.*

1 BMW Motorrad battery charger
The BMW Motorrad battery charger is suitable for all motorcycle batteries and 
automatically ensures optimum charging and maintenance of the battery. The 
high-quality microprocessor-controlled charger can also remain connected for 
a long time and always keeps the battery fully charged.
• BMW Motorrad battery charger

2 Original BMW ADVANTEC Engine Oil
The ADVANTEC Ultimate engine oil with a viscosity of 5W-40 has been  
perfectly tailored to BMW Motorrad's high-performance engines.
•  ADVANTEC Original BMW Engine Oil Ultimate 5W-40, 1 l
•  ADVANTEC Original BMW Engine Oil Ultimate 5W-40, 500 ml

TIRES.*

– Tires 
The most important connection between your bike and the road. Tires tested 
by BMW Motorrad guarantee the best possible performance and handling. If 
you have any questions about tires or are thinking about buying a new set, our 
BMW Motorrad dealers will gladly give you detailed advice about the approved 
tires for your BMW Motorrad model.

ORIGINAL BMW CARE PRODUCTS.

3 Original BMW Care products (shown from left to right)
BMW Care products meet the high standards set by BMW Motorrad. Developed 
exclusively for BMW motorcycles, they counteract the signs of ageing and help 
maintain their value and safety.
• Engine gloss spray, 300 ml (not shown)
• Motorcycle cleaner, 500 ml
• Insect remover, 500 ml
• Wheel rim cleaner, 500 ml 
• Gloss polish, 250 ml
• Body & Bike shower gel, 250 ml
• Metal polish, 75 ml

4 Motorcycle cleaning kit
Everything you need for a well maintained motorcycle: Insect remover,  
motorcycle and rim cleaner, gloss polish, functional detergent,  
3x body + bike shower gel samples (20 ml each),  
sponge (130 x 105 x 40 mm) and microfibre cloth (40 x 40 mm)  
in a practical, resealable 10-litre tub.
• Motorcycle cleaning kit 

For more detailed information, contact your BMW Motorrad dealership or go online at  
bmw-motorrad.ca
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RIDER EQUIPMENT. 

1 Club leather jacket
This sporty, modern Club leather jacket for men is suitable both as a 
motorcycle jacket and for leisure wear due to its casual style. It is made of 
high-quality abrasion-resistant cowhide and impresses with its excellent 
wearing comfort. Below the stylish surface, protectors are concealed at 
the shoulders and elbows. A back protector is retrofittable.

2 DownTown gloves
Want to use your phone without taking your gloves off? Try these thin 
gloves made from soft goatskin leather and lightweight fabric. They’ve got 
touchscreen-compatible fingertips to help you stay connected. Thanks to 
GORE-TEX® WINDSTOPPER technology, the material is 100% windproof
and breathable.

3 DRY SNEAKERS
The half-height Dry sneakers are the casual shoes for short trips into 
town, in virtually any kind of weather. After all, they are wind- and 
waterproof, and breathable thanks to the BMW Climate Membrane. The 
upper material is suede leather. Safety is ensured by ankle protectors 
and reinforcements in the toe and heel areas.

Find out about these items and other rider equipment at your  
BMW Motorrad dealer or at bmw-motorrad.ca
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SERVICES FROM BMW MOTORRAD.
BMW Motorrad Service 
The extensive service network of BMW Motorrad ensures your bike 
gets the care it deserves. There are over 22 BMW service centres 
in Canada alone, and if you're off on your travels, you'll find them in 
over 100 countries around the world. Their outstanding quality of  
service is based on reliability and speed whenever spare parts are 
needed, competent advice for riders, as well as excellent workshop  
performance. This has earned them exceptional ratings from many 
leading bike magazines. 
 
 
BMW Motorrad online 
To find out more about BMW Motorrad and our product range, visit our 
website at bmw-motorrad.ca 
 
BMW Motorrad Roadside Assistance 
We pride ourselves on the quality of aftersales care we provide. Like 
BMW Motorrad roadside assistance: round-the-clock breakdown 
assistance. Call 1-800-267-8269 If you have a breakdown in Canada or 
the USA, our experts will do everything they can to get you back on the 
road. If they can’t fix the problem immediately, they’ll get you to your 
destination by other means. 

Ask your BMW Motorrad dealer for more information or visit bmw-
motorrad.ca

BMW Financial Services 
Freedom on two wheels. BMW Financial Services helps you to get the 
most out of your riding experience. Financial services are very similar to 
configuring your own personal bike: an individual solution is always best. 
And that is particularly true when it comes to your mobility. 
 
Finance 
BMW Financial Services offers convenient finance solutions that are 
tailored to your individual needs.   
 
BMW Basic Finance 
Choose a term (12 to 84 months) with a downpayment and instalments 
to suit your budget. Get your personal quote from your BMW Motorrad 
dealer.
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BMW Financial Services. BMW Financial Services offers 
tailored financial solutions to help you experience the freedom 
and excitement of riding. For more information, visit 
bmw-motorrad.ca

MAKE YOUR
  DREAM A REALITY
	 WITH	3ASY	RIDE.


